
2014 WWPC Convention

Dear Leslie,

As a Managing Director of Prime Logistics, I want to express my sincere appreciation for all the efforts which 
everyone of us have attracted a great deal of attention and praise. It was an overwhelming success with more 
than 180 delegates from different countries that provided great intellectual and social interactions for every-
one that turned this event into a smoothly running meeting from a very good atmosphere for our discussion. 
From the hotel, the table arrangement, fireworks display and the food was outstanding especially the cruise 

tours, It was amazing! We truly enjoyed everything.

This year’s conference gave more useful information. Everything seemed to work out very well. Everyone did a 
superb job. That’s why WWPC network convention is the one that I don’t always want to miss because this net-
work is not only about talking, instead it’s about sharing, forming trust and helping one another toward goals. 

I am assure you that we will benefit from this convention for years to come. Congrats for all of us for a both 
successful and memorable conference. We are fortunate to belong on this network. Once again thank you for 

another extraordinary convention. PRIME LOGISTICS will always be here to support you. 

Best Regards,
G.D.Khan Bangash

Prime Logistics
Doha-Qatar

The WWPC World came together in Antalya, Turkey 
for Four (4) Evenings & Three Full (3) Days of Professional Networking, Meetings, and Events.

 
Thousands of One on One Meetings were held by WWPC Members 

during the course of the Day Sessions of this Convention.

Social Business Networking continued during our Welcome Reception, the Lively Beach Party Evening, the Exotic Turkish 
Celebration Evening, the Ice Breaker Session Wine Tasting Event, the Ice Breaker Beer Tasting Event, Enjoyable Dinners every 

night, and lastly, our Farewell Cocktail.  WWPC Conventions have preset 60+ hours of Networking Events 
scheduled during the course of our Networking, Paradise Style Business World Conferences.

Dear Fellow WWPC Members,

1st. Thank you Leslie, Jennifer & Ron and our Turkish host for the excellent party......
Yes party....Some might call it a conference.....I call it a party as we were NOT only 

networking, we were establishing long term friendships and bonding as a big family. 

I met some great old friends and made lots of new friends. 
I hope we can keep bonding sprit going.  Cannot wait for the next conference....

God bless till we meet again.

My Best Regards,
Prem Singh

ARIAN WORLDWIDE LOGISTICS PTE LTD
Singapore

Dear Leslie,

Thank you very much for the kind hospitality and excellent arrangements done by WWPC.  It truly 
was great to see you after so many years.  Once again, thanks for everything and looking forward to 
catching up soon.

Best Regards
Khawar Abdulla
DCFC Shipping
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Loved the recent WWPC Convention in Antalya, was our first WWPC convention as we are a new 
WWPC member, great networking with some really good contacts from all over the World!”

Rob Salt
OceanBlue Logistics Limited
United Kingdom

Good afternoon WWPC, 

Amazing  first time with all WWPC partners in Antalya, nice to see from business how  people 
become friends, than grow up business at same time that the relationship develops!

Kind regards
Emilio Garcia

A.M. Cargo Castellón Sl
Castellón, Spain

Antalya, Turkey



Dear Leslie, 

Congratulations for a wonderfully organized Antalya 2014. 

It was a great experience for me. I can give a 10/10 for the Venue, Arrangements, Ambience, Social 
Events and networking opportunities. 

The evening events perfectly complimented the day full of networking activities. Just the 
2nd conference for me and I can already feel the warmth that WWPC members carry, 
already making feel like a veteran member. It’s a Bigger Family Away from the Family for me.  

Keep the Great work going!!!!!  

Thanks and Regards
Sreedhar V Raman 
ACCELERATE FREIGHT SERVICES CO LLC 
Dubai, U.A.E.

Like any other convention, you just never know what to expect beyond the usual: the traditional welcome over cocktails, catching up with fellow members 
(now turned really good friends), making acquaintance with the Johnny-come-latelys (oops, new members!) and of course keeping your ear to the ground 
lest you walk away from the gathering without getting to know the latest entries on the “Bad Egg” list! 

Armed with my carry-bag, presentation-on-iPad, two small stacks of business cards (complete with my picture, yay!) and many miles of travel behind me, I 
touched down in Istanbul for my connecting flight to Antalya. The networking didn’t have to wait for the cocktails. Right across the aisle from me on the flight 
to Antalya was Prem Singh of Arian Logistics - the network’s Singapore agent. Now, who (in their right mind) wouldn’t want to do 1 hour, 15 minutes of life 
with Prem? You tell me. 

And so begun the week of meetings, tours, cultural extravaganzas, and more meetings - all neatly tailored opportunities for personal interaction. Talk of 
networking paradise style! And even with the flurry of activity, I was afforded some valuable Me-time, a rarity in my day-to-day existence. On one of those 
occasions (and without too much thought to time) I walked the beach one evening. It’s only when the sun faded away on the horizon that I quickly realized 
I’d gone a little over 10km. And what do East Africans do when night falls and you are far, far away from home? RUN. In my enthusiasm to catch the farewell 
dinner, I ran past the Cornelia Diamond Hotel to the Cornelia Deluxe Hotel, 3km ahead! Mercifully, I was chauffeured - barefooted - to the right address. 

It’s a privilege and thrill to belong to a network of like-minded individuals and companies. Am a Johnny-come-lately myself and more than any other freight 
grouping, the welcome here has been genuinely overwhelming. Our best wishes for the years ahead for every person and organization that calls WWPC 
home! 

Jacob B. Zikusooka  
INTRALINE SHIPPING & LOGISTICS | Kampala-Uganda.

Thank you my dear friends.  Having a convention in Antalya was great idea.  
We enjoyed the city , wonderful hotel and were very happy being together with 
fellows.  We had chances to have one to one meetings with several fellows which 
were very fruitful.  We realley enjoyed being with Professional people in wonderful 
hotel/City.

Thank you so much for this outstanding organization,

Bilge Guzelocak
Element International Logistics 
Izmir, Turkey

Dear Leslie & Jennifer and the whole WWPC team, 

I would like to thank you very sincerely for organizing another excellent WWPC Convention, in our homeland this time. We were very glad to be able to 
play hosts to many friends/members that came from all over the globe. I am sure they have brought home lovely memories from the convention, pre and 
post excursions and from Turkey. 

WWPC Conventions are always the highlights of our calendar. Doing business with a smile, making amazing friends,  and all this in the most beautiful parts 
of the world. Your conventions are like a fresh breath in the old shipping world. Professional meetings all day and having fun like school kids in the evening! 

I would like to thank all WWPC members/friends for the productive meetings, for their interest and trust in doing business with us. 

To all members who could not be here in Turkey, we will see you on the next tour in Punta Cana. 

Thank you so much again Leslie, for bringing this giant family together once more in a fantastic way!  

Cheers,  
Aysun Sengozer
AGL-Agemar Global Logistics

Subject: Another Amazing Successful Meeting
 

Hi My Friends

Hope you both have made it home safe and sound.  

I wanted you to know that the Antalya meeting was awesome; it was well planned and had 
a fantastic turn out. You have really outdone yourselves again. 

Jennifer I am ecstatic that you have decided to join the Team. Leslie Good Move!

It was great to see our old friends and meet lots of good quality people. 

Thank you for being awesome Hosts and Amazing friends.  
I am looking forward to the next meeting.  

BTW the Girls love you guys.  

Have an awesome rest of the week.  

Best regards,
Hakob (Jake) Amso -

Freight Partners International Inc. 
Canada



Dear WWPC CONVENTION TEAM,
 
It was a pleasure meeting all the members who have joined the WWPC 2014 Convention in 
Antalya. We have strengthened existing contacts and met new members so it was very valuable 
for us, and we look forward to do business with even more members within the WWPC net-
work.
 
For sure it helps to meet each other in person, it will make the communication more easy. 
Therefore we look forward already to the next conference to attend.
 
We wish to give the organisation of the WWPC Convention a big compliment for the excellent 
organisation of the meeting and the social events.
 
All the best for all our fellow members and look forward to come into contact with everyone, 
especially the ones we have not been speaking to so far.
 
Best Regards
 
Martin Deventer
Trustful Logistics
Netherlands

HI, It was a good experience to Attend the Convention in Antalya. We were glad to meet up with network partners from across the globe and share 
information on our capabilities and operations in our regions, we learned quite a lot. The evenings were fun and we enjoyed the entertainment which 
was brilliantly staged by the WWPC management, special mention to Leslie and her team for making it a success and we thank the participants for being 
there. We look forward to more business happening in the coming year. Cheers.. we will be back for more J
 
Best Regards, 
Shane Andre Oliver 
Lintas Freight & Logistics L.L.C.
Dubai, United Arab Emirates        

Dear Leslie, 

Great Job !!!  

Thanks for the wonderful meeting in Antalya. It was great to meet our friends , collegues and new 
members for the first time in our Country. We believe that it was a very productive meeting for all 
participants and hope it will reflect  more business between us. We wish all a good trip back home and 
hope to see you again soon. 

Best Regards
NATCO ULUSLARARASI TAS. VE TIC. LTD STI.
Uskudar – Istanbul – TURKEY

Dear Friends

For several years now, VANESP IBERICA is always looking forward to WWPC Conventions and we are quite used to 
see always our expectations overcome.

Well…. this year, Antalya convention was again in the same line and all efforts made by Leslie and its team were 
achieved to say... JOB WELL DONE.

It was rewarding to stay in touch again with all oldest friends, and creating and welcoming new ones, in what we call 
our WWPC Family. This, in the true sense of the word.

WWPC is more than just networking, is being a part of something great and spending a really good time among 
good people, doing good business

Adding all this, we were awarded Member of the Year 2014, highlighting the motivation and recognition towards 
our company and its commitment to WWPC Network Members 

Looking forward to see you all the next ones…… have a great life……

Vitor Fontoura
Vanesp Iberica Transitarios, SA
Portugal   -   Spain

MARVELOUS & WELL ORGANISED WWPC MEETING HELD IN ANTALYA,TURKEY.
 
Dear All,

Permit me to express my overwhelmed impression of the just concluded convention held in 
Antalya. My first impression was the venue of our meeting,called Cornelia gulf resort, where 
hospitality was wonderful. Venue of the meeting designated was very conducives,where net-
work ing with our honorable members were very accessible.in a nutshell, my first experience 
of WWPC meeting this year was memorable. I salute all our members on attendance!

Best Regard,
Emmanuel Oyinloye
DANSTARS INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES LIMITED
Apapa, Lagos.

The Convention in Antalaya was a wonderful experience for us and we thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to 
meet with fellow agents from all over the world.
 
The Resort and the food including the weather made the experience even more scintillating.
 
We the GT team, look forward to interacting with more members in the forthcoming meetings. 
 
Best Regards
Douglas Gozmao
Globetrekkers
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Hi Leslie 

Thanks for a great conference

I haven’t enjoyed that much for years 

I felt like 16 years old ……….. 

Sincerely,
Elinoar Pridan

Ordan - Cargo Ltd.
Tel-Aviv, 67448, Israel.

Dear Leslie,

Many thanks for important information. 
It was really a nice conference 

and nice networking events throughout the days.  
Let me express my heartfelt thanks 

for your arrangement. See you soon.

 Best regards,
Koji Inuyama(Mr.)

Alisped Japan LTD.
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo



It was quite a pleasure to attend WWPC Worldwide Convention 2014 at Antalya, Turkey and like to thank Leslie and her team for this profes-
sional organized convention. 

I am sure, we have been provided great opportunities for all of us who attended the meeting in a very pleasant atmosphere and of course 
not forgetting the very pleasant evenings, with serious business approach.

During the meeting, I have tried to meet all of the participants within the available time frame and discuss business.  However, if I could not 
meet you I apologize for the same.

Should you require any assistance, please feel free, to contact us any time.

Best Regards,
Chris van Mullem   
AAS Logistics 
Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Dear WWPC Team,

It was an excellent arrangement and experience 
for every one who participated in this event, I 
personally felt one of the best conventions ever. 
It was very well organized and everyone well 
enjoyed by developing business and personal relationships.  All 
the credit goes to WWPC who organized amazingly! Well done!
 
Dawood Gani
Opal Shipping Services LLC
Dubai, United Arab Emirates

It wasn’t  only  business  it was like family Reunion.

Glad to be the part of it.  

Saygýlarýmýzla/Best Regards
Ýhsan Tunceren

Kalkavan&Hayfavi Gemi Acentalýðý
Mersin/TURKIYE

Hi Leslie, many thanks for the great time at Antalya, it was very well organized.  
It was a great pleasure for me to meet old and new WWPC friends. The at-
mosphere are always friendly at the conventions which makes it easy to build 
relationships with all the nice members.

Look forward to see you all again in the Dominican Republic next year.
    
Best regards
Kennet Sjöstrand
F.H Bertling AB
Sweden

Dear WWPC Team & Members,

It was a great pleasure meeting wwpc family in Antalya where we exchanged 
valuable information about business and how to improve connections and in-

crease work together.

Besides, we have enjoyed the beautiful and Lovely Antalya.

Best Regards
Amin Jarouch

Jatco Freight Services LLC.
Dubai, U.A.E.

Dear WWPC,

Thank you (again) for the great conference.

I think the most unique thing about WWPC is that it truly brings 
people together. 

Sure, all networks say it, but I have observed that true human 
bonds , true friendships, and true understanding between people 
from different cultures, backgrounds and continents, are forged 
here, at WWPC retreats. 

It might be the great locations (if it feels like vacation it might as 
well be one), it might be the right kind of people that are attract-
ed to this group (Leslie, you get full credit for that! :), or it might 
be pure accidents. Who knows. 
But in our digital world, it is relationships that beat the cost-effec-
tiveness of the big freight forwarding corporations, and at that, 
WWPC has Panalpinas of the world on their back, bruised and 
crying.

Olga Slocum
Elizabeth, NJ, U.S.A.

Dear Leslie  

On behalf of Mr Essam El Shazly ( Horus Air and Sea Transport ) 
who is on a business trip now would like to thank you a lot really 

for the amazing organization of WWPC convention at Antalya 
turkey, it was an amazing days and very good opportunity to know 

you and all WWPC team in addition to all our freight forwarders 
friends whom we have known through the convention and we are 

waiting for the coming the convention.

Best Regards
Hours Air and Sea Transport

Giza, Egypt

The WWPC Convention Team,

“Pessimists create difficulties of opportunities whereas Optimists create opportunities out of difficulties.” 
Well in my humble opinion WWPC Group Members are a bunch of Optimists who could turn the table around 
by using such a Platform named as WWPC.The way WWPC Management Team triggers and stimulates the 
Members all year around and get them together under WWPC Convention Umbrella twice a year where we 
all feel like a family, it is highly commendable. I would propose that WWPC Group must be named as WWPC 
Family from now on as it deserves to be. Hats off to WWPC Management.

It was my first visit to any WWPC Convention as previously my younger Brother and Partner used to join. I have 
found this medium highly promising in terms of exploring new dimensions of business opportunities through 
sincere partnerships blended with electric leisure moments , a real fun gala.

Last but not the least,  Lady of the event Leslie along with her terrific daughter Jennifer ,they both were well 
and truly a live wire taking care of each and everything.

I have no hesitation whatsoever in stating that Leslie is a true Team Leader and we are proud to be a part of 
WWPC Family.

Thumbs Up Leslie and Long Live WWPC.

Warm Regards,
Waqas Akram Awan,
Speedy Worldwide Logistics
Sialkot, Pakistan

Dear all,

Insa Air & Sea logistics in Germany would like to say thank you 
and congratulate WWPC again on another perfect and well organized event 

in Turkey.  We enjoyed it every time to meet friends and agents.
Hope to see you all next time in Punta Cana.

Thank you very much Leslie.
Have all a good day.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen / with best regards
Oliver Buell

Insa Air & Sea Logistics
Germany

This convention is maybe the one which is the best for me for meetings and 
friendship both. This is my 4th convention and i really feel that we are really 

a big family and i know i have my friends here.. i do thank Leslie for the good 
conference and for selecting such a perfect group of people... 

Im looking forward for the next meeting..

Ayça Zeynep Türkantos Ersöz
Seaworld Shipping Limited

Turkey



Hello from “PAKISTAN” TO Dear WWPC Global Partners,     

I’m safely back to Pakistan and resumed official activities, Hope all of you had Safely arrived back to home.

I would like to extend a HEARTFELT THANKS for each individual participated in conference and had a 
good conversation in one-on-one meetings and fruitful dialogues and others whom have social networking 
communications to strengthen our cooperation traffic to/from PAKISTAN. We had some Great time and 
some very meaningful meetings and hope to take this exchange to the next level in coming weeks / months 
/ years.

Thanks for those who started promoting traffic b/w Pakistan so, we are here to serve the best of our capa-
bilities with our extensive network and abilities.

Without forgetting A Special Thanks to Leslie and members of Turkey for a wonderfully organized WWPC 
Conference.

Her efforts are wonderful to bring continents & partners over the world together.

Look forward to work with all partners of WWPC more and more to develop traffic.

Regards,
Kashif Nawaz
GM Global Network & Strategic Business | Xpress Aviation

Dear WWPC Family,

I want to thank you all for the WWPC 2014 Antalya Turkey Convention. It was 
a great pleasure to attend it and I am happy to be a part of WWPC family!

The conference was quite interesting and the deliberations were of much help 
in building new business relationships. Moreover, we’ve made a lot of friends 
too. 

It was one the best ever conferences that I have attended. The event was 
professionally organized and the venue was outstanding.

Please keep it up.  Looking forward to seeing you all in the next one.

Stay blessed and protected!

Best Regards
George Samir, FIATA Certified
Express International Group
Giza, Cairo, Egypt

Hi All Members,

It was a really wonderful meeting. At first, I felt a bit shy because 
I am a new member but feeling just had gone minutes later.

Everyone is very friendly. It is really true word We Are Family. 
Meeting at day time and chatting at night party 

got better understanding each other.

Thank you, Leslie and team.

Yours Sincerely,
PHYO (Mr)

PT 2006 INTERNATIONAL CO LTD
Yangon | Myanmar

Dear Leslie,

It was an outstanding convention as used to be always for WWPC - Paradise style.  Special Thanks to you Jennifer and everyone associated with you for 
making it a big success!

It was a great opportunity to get introduced to many  new members and enhance the cooperation among the existing. I thank each and every member 
for their time we had together on and off the conference and wish them all the Success.

This Antalya Convention, The Hotel, The People and The country - amazing..  Finally use this occasion to express our profound gratitude for being 
selected as WWPC member of the Awards 2014, we remain. 

Thanking you ,
Ashok Nair
ALBATROSS LOGISTICS PVT LTD.,
INDIA

Dear Leslie & Jennifer,

I want to thank you for the WWPC Convention.   It was a great pleasure to attend it and 
I am happy to be a part of WWPC family!

The conference was quite interesting and the deliberations were of much help in building 
new business relationships.  It was one the best ever conferences that I have attended. 
The event was professionally organized and the venue was outstanding.

Looking forward to seeing you shortly.

Stay blessed and protected !!

Best Regards
George Samir, FIATA Certified
Express International Group
Cairo, Egypt

Dear WWPC Global Partners, 

Hope all of you had a Safe Flight Back from Antalya. 

I would like to thank each one of you whom I met either over a 1-2-1 meeting, OR met briefly
over a social event OR even just exchanged cards OR  Had a good dance ;-) at a social event. 

We had some great times and some very meaningful meetings and hope to take this exchange 
to the next level in coming weeks / months / years. 

I shall send out individual mails to all members with whom I had my 1-2-1 meetings based on 
the discussions therein very soon. 

A Special Thanks to Leslie and members of Turkey for a wonderfully organized WWPC 
Conference.  It just gets better and better.....

Thanks and Regards
Sreedhar V Raman
ACCELERATE FREIGHT SERVICES CO LLC 
Dubai, U.A.E.

Celebrating 21 years in 2015, 
we look forward to seeing you 

at the 28th WWPC World Convention 
in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic


